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● Median time to deletion tag: 2 minutes
 
 
● Mostly for not “indicating importance”[1] 

● Newcomer 3x deletion rate
              → 7x more likely to leave

1. https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:The_Speed_of_Speedy_Deletions
2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedia_Signpost/2011-04-04/Editor_retention 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:The_Speed_of_Speedy_Deletions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedia_Signpost/2011-04-04/Editor_retention
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How to create an article
1. Go to Wikipedia
2. Find an article that doesn’t 

exist
3. Add some content
4. Hit “save”



How to create an article

Done!
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My user page My article title
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User space draft

1. User:EpochFail/Article that doesn’t exist

2. iterate, make mistakes and fix them

3. Move to Main when you’re ready

Cool!  Right?
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Articles for Creation (enwiki)

Jimmy's had me disable creation of new pages by 
anonymous users on en.wikipedia as an experiment. Any 
logged-in user can still create articles, and any anon can still create 
talk pages. Anons can still edit existing pages, but to create a new 
article page will require first logging in.

This is one in a series of experiments on cutting vandalism 
without cutting too much into the ability of people to get 
things done; with a hojillion articles already, creating new ones is 
less of a priority than it was two or three years ago, while tuning up 
existing articles is quite important.

Brion -- December, 2005
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Articles for Creation

The easiest way to create a new article is to create an 
account then log in - no personal information is 
necessary.

If you prefer not to create an account, you can post requests 
for article creation here.

January, 2006





This page allows unregistered and new users to create new 
articles with the assistance of experienced Wikipedians.

February, 2007



This page allows unregistered and new users to create new 
articles with the assistance of experienced Wikipedians.

February, 2007
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Newcomers → AFC

Articles
for

Creation

Direct 
to 

Main

"We strongly recommend that 
you use Articles for Creation." 











See: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wikipedia_article_creation
Halfaker, A. & Walling, S. Wikipedia article creation. 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wikipedia_article_creation


Why?

"Safe space" makes things worse??!



Part 2: AfC and newcomer 
productivity
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Linus’s Law?

“given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow”

yessss…  

bugssss….
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Linus’s Law?

“given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow”

!



Linus’s Law?

visibility is critical to open collaboration



A corollary 

Given that enough people see an incomplete 
article, all potential contributions to that article 
will be easy for someone.

!
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AfC uses templates to track status

Draft Pending
Accepted

{{AFC submission|??}}

Declined
“T”

“”
“A”

“D”

Find AfC drafts:
MySQL Database

Parse templates:
XML Dump & 
API (deleted pages)



Qualitative Methods!

Observation & Participation

Kozinets, R. V. (2010). Netnography: Doing ethnographic research online. Sage Publications.

Jodi Schneider

“netnography”
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H1. The review process is too slow
Draft Pending

Accepted

Declined

93% of drafts are 
submitted for review within 
one week of creation

29% of drafts are never 
even submitted!
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H1. The review process is too slow

Nope

Regular backlog drives keep review time short.

Process breakdown — drafts not submitted for review



H2: AfC’s draft space is hidden from 
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● Unique registered
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week 1 week 2 week 3 week 4
time

Article creation
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Declined 

day 0



Edited 

day 212



Declined

again
day 243



Edited & Accepted 

day 459; 2 editors



H2. Fewer collaborators (Linus’ Law)



H2. Fewer collaborators (Linus’ Law)

Supported.  AfC Drafts see less collaboration.



Qualitative observations



1. Rejecting articles is safest

Why did you "let [this article] get past AFC"?
(Article talk page comment)

"a big, big problem with people accepting 
articles that have no place being accepted in 
the first place." 
(User_talk comment)



1. Rejecting articles is safest

It’s safe to decline.

It’s a risk to accept.
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And the notability guidelines depend on the 
subject matter.  



Part 3. Design Implications



Visibility is necessary

● If drafts are hidden, Linus’ Law breaks down. 



● If drafts are hidden, Linus’ Law breaks down. 

Proposal: Make drafts visible

Visibility is necessary
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Pull in subject matter experts







Drafts!



Drafts!Make drafts visible to 
subject matter experts who 
are looking to collaborate!



In summary...



Open systems benefit from visibility.
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Open systems benefit from visibility.

When we hide article drafts,
collaboration & productivity 
falls.

We have some good options 
for bringing in visibility.

!



Thanks!

SCIENCE
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Jodi Schneider
jodi.schneider@inria.fr

Bluma Gelly
bgelley@nyu.edu

Aaron Halfaker
ahalfaker@wikimedia.org
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